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The Counsellors’ Word

From the Director

The setting of camp is lovely. The team of staff I worked with
were sincere, welcoming, and caring. Despite the ruggedness
of the outdoor environment – the cuts and bruises, the bites
and rashes – my co-workers at CLDC made it feel like a very
safe place; a place of love, consistency, and security. The youth
that joined us were complex, each with their own strengths
and struggles, and in the four weeks I spent working with them
I think they helped me more than I helped them. The most significant thing I will be taking from CLDC is my own personal
growth. I learned so much about leadership, about seeing and
highlighting the value in others, about encouragement and
constructive criticism, about problem-solving, about planning
and organization. I believe I have come out of the experience a
more confident and responsible person. There is nothing that helps a person grow like diving head-first into a challenging environment. – Rod Martin
During the second session canoe trip
there was a point at which our group
had to make a decision as to which way
we would return to the Crane Lake property. One choice required us returning
the way we had come, which also held
the obstacle of wading through waisthigh mud as a result of a blown out beaver dam. Our second option was to take
a slightly longer
route with its
own set of difficulties but would
result in a more
scenic and rewarding return.
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see campers accomplish their goals. Whether catching a fish, building a tent, or simply
ader, they each experienced a sense of accomplishment. We are very grateful to have had
o be a part of the lives of each camper entrusted to us this year. It is with great enthusiasm
he future as Crane Lake Discovery Camp continues to develop.—Ron Weber

Battling the swamp.

With a highfunctioning
group and an eagerness for success we set out for the second option.
The summer program of 2008 held similar choices of challenge versus
gain. The development of an independent program constantly asked
us what we were capable of doing and what the benefit would be to
both staff and camp participants. Of utmost importance is that all
youth entrusted to us for each session felt cared for and loved. It is
my hope that all 14 boys we worked with this past summer sensed
love and felt the reward of accomplishing a difficult challenge of self
improvement. - Brian Stubbs

Riding the wave.
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